CSE 7393 Java Mobile Computing

The Midterm Exam

- Midterm exam will be held Tue Oct 4 for in class students
- Distance students should take the exam by Oct 18. Distance proctors will be sent the exam on Oct 5.
- The exam will be closed book. You will receive the equivalent of the API appendix in the Knudsen book that outlines all the methods in all the key MIDP libraries.

The exam will consist of approximately:
- 75% on APIs found in the Li/Knudsen book, MidP API Reference
- 25% coding exercises

The API questions will assume you have studied and mastered the various methods and constants found in the APIs. Most questions will be of the form:

The API xxxxx.xxx.xxxx contains a class ZZZZ with method YYYYY. Explain what this method does and give a code snippet that illustrates how you might use this method in a MIDP application.

example questions:

the class RecordStore contains a method getlastModified().
- What kind of value does it return
- write a short code snippet that illustrates how might you use this method in a MIDP application.

the class RecordListener contains a method:
recordChanged(RecordStore rs, int recorded);
- when is this method called? (be specific listing method names)
- a short code snippet that illustrates how might you use this method in a MIDP application.